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Here we present a study of the dynamics of magnetic phase transitions in plasmas, and show how they influence plasma confinement, leading to transport barrier formation. The mechanism we propose is very simple: low pressure plasmas are paramagnetic and attract low pressure plasmas, becoming more paramagnetic. Conversely, high pressure plasmas are diamagnetic and attract diamagnets. I.e., the magnetisation state of the background plasma, para or dia, determines the motion of magnetised pressure blobs and affects profile evolution.
In tokamaks the dominant extrinsic magnetic field is toroidal. Poloidal currents flowing in the plasma and enclosing the magnetic axis can be diamagnetic, decreasing this externally applied toroidal field, or paramagnetic, increasing it. The boundary between para and diamagnetic radial regions in the bulk plasma has zero magnetisation current: j 0 θ = . Consider any plasma cylinder, with an externally imposed magnetic field B z and a pressure profile peak at the centre, as depicted in red at the top of has a paramagnetic ||θ j (Fig. 1, right) . given by local extrema of p, and its radius is by the nearest location where ( )
The perpendicular current density and corresponding blob magnetisation are [3] 
The radial force balance equation describing the trajectories of magnetised blobs under the influence of the background plasma magnetization is obtained by Taylor expansion of the magnetic field from the centre of mass of the tube, integrated over the blob volume [4] :
We concentrate on toroidal magnetisation Note that the mechanism of phase separation looks like a growing instability in paramagnetic regions: as a cold blob moves inwards towards higher pressure its "amplitude"
(the difference between p ɶ in the blob centre and the ambient pressure) increases. A hot blob moving outwards also would appear to grow as it moves towards lower pressure regions. On the other hand, a hot blob moves inwards (up the pressure gradient) in a diamagnetic region, until it eventually encounters a matching background pressure. The blob then merges with the background pressure (adding to its gradient) and ceases to exist. Through this process the "amplitude" of both hot and cold blob decreases, so we would classify this behaviour as stable, self-limiting. Still it drives energy fluxes and reinforces magnetic phase differentiation.
Note that in general an outer diamagnetic plasma layer surrounding a paramagnetic one is energetically favourable, as (Fig. 3 dashed   profiles) , we evaluate the effect of a radial velocity proportional to (1) . The velocity of paramagnetic tubes is shown in Fig. 3 .b, and represented by horizontal blue arrows in Fig. 3a . Paramagnetic plasma elements seek high magnetic field, while diamagnetic elements take their heat to the magnetic well (red arrows).
The changed magnetisation and pressure are illustrated with solid lines in 3.a, 3.c. We see that the magnetisation force naturally creates a pedestal structure by adding heat to the magnetic well, and removing it from the magnetic hill: pressure is flattened at the pedestal top, steeper outwards, forming a "transport barrier". Further, the tendency is for the diamagnetic well to become narrower and deeper, while the hill becomes broader: barrier steepening.
In a toroidal system short blobs do not sample the flux surface averaged magnetisation, so they can respond to local B ζ gradients. The 1/R variation of the external B ζ field would drive cold blobs into the plasma at the LFS, and hot blobs out, but the effect is reversed in the HFS.
Global phase transition can only take place when plasma magnetisation overcomes the 1/R dependency of the field, or when the blobs are sufficiently elongated to sample an average B ζ .
The averaged magnetisation force is a radial force that acts equally on both ions and electrons, and therefore can give rise to interchange instabilities [5] , the plasma equivalent of the Raleigh-Taylor instability. The transport mechanism associated with the magnetisation force can be most easily understood as a magnetisation interchange: blobs drift under the influence of magnetic field gradients, interchanging plasma thermal pressure and toroidal magnetic field In summary: from a first principles model of plasma magnetisation and its effect on pressure and toroidal field profile evolution we show that magnetic phase transitions might explain confinement transitions and pedestal formation [6] .
